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1  Knowledge Base Representation Learning

4  Atomic Norm Regularization

• A Knowledge-Base is a set of triples defining relations between entities.
• Examples :
– FB15K : (Wall-E, genre, Fantasy), (Lil Wayne, born in, New Orleans)
– Wordnet: (score, hypernym, evaluation)
– SVO: (cat, eat, food)
• Given an incomplete triple, the goal is to provide a good ranking with a
score s(u, r, v), function of the embeddings (u, r, v).

• We use the canonical tensor decomposition (Hitchcock, 1927) with explicit factor weights σ to ease capacity control:
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Similar to Max-norm in complexity [5]. Doesn’t yield good reslts on SVO.
• B = B∞ = {x | kxk∞ ≤ c∞}, the generalization bound depends on the
rank, yet we observe good behaviour on SVO.
• Finally, B = B1 ∩ B∞ leads to sparsity and good behaviour on SVO.
• We use mini-batch projected Adagrad on σ, Hogwild and projected
Adagrad for the factors. [6]
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5  Results
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• Binary classification loss (number of negatives is a hyperparameter):
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`(s, Y, u, r, v) = ln(1 + exp(−Y · s(u, r, v)))
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3  Matrix regularizers and tensors
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7  Conclusions and Future work

• Trace-norm is easy to control thanks to :
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Conclusion
• No structural tricks needed to get state of the art results on current
benchmarks.
• Currently no regularization needed on FB15K and WN.
Future work
• Understand what makes the L∞ generalize better than L1.
• Explain the slow convergence of regularized methods.
• Explore the differences between the possible losses.
• Try the same regularizers on ComplEx.

• Tensor trace-norm defined for the Tucker decomposition, hard to control.
• Max-norm :
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• B = B1 = {x | kxk1 ≤ c1}, controls the Atomic Norm with atoms :

Previous works focused on the structure of the model (same embeddings
for lhs and rhs embeddings, use of complex numbers, translations, ...)
and used the rank and early-stopping to regularize. Different losses have
been proposed, in this work, we used :
• Ranking loss :
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• We bound the complexity of our function class by setting :

2  Previous Models
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• Tensor extension to max-norm is not a norm, we try to be in the hull that
controls the complexity instead.
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